The purpose of this note is to record a few formulas relating the indices of various lattices and sublattices all arising from the decomposition of a euclidean space E into three mutually orthogonal subspaces E = E Q 1 E-^ 1 2?_ which are rational with respect to a given lattice A c E . In the case that A is unimodular these formulas simplify to give very simple identities between various intersection lattices.
1.
We use the following notation: E denotes a euclidean space, A < = E any integral lattice with rank(A) = dim E . E. c E i s a rational Is subspace i f and only i f rank(hr\E.) = dim E . Let E = E1 E. 1 ... 1 E be a decomposition of E into mutually orthogonal euclidean rational subspaces. For any s e t J c { 0 , 1 , . . . , n } we denote by E T = l E. the orthogonal sum of the spaces E. , i e I . We %l let
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Thomas Bier be the lattice in Ej obtaining by intersecting A with Ej or projecting A orthogonally into Ej. via the map Pj : E -*• Er espectively. Obviously we have ~Pj{LJ) = A,. , and therefore A_ < = We consider only n = 1 and n = 2 .
2.
At f i r s t we l e t n = 1 and recall some well-known results (for the proofs see [1] ). Let A' c A c E be sublattices with rank(A') = dim E : (2) r . / r . = A/A 1 + A-for {i ,3} = {0,1} . (7) r* = A # n E i i = 0, 1 ,
Applying (7) in the reciprocal case we obtain 3.
We now consider the case n = 2 . Then we find (13) ^,-(r-,•) = r . for U,j} c {0,1,2} ,
Jw the case where A i s unimodular we have
. where the last equality follows from (4) . This implies the following "product formula with correction term":
where {i,j,k} = {0,1,2} . In the case that A is unimodular this implies
by (17) for tt.g.k} = {0,1,2} .
On the other hand we have the inclusions 
iK-3
Using (10) By using (24) and (23) Note t h a t in the unimodular case (26) reduces to (21) .
By (6) The product formulas a l l become equal t o (38) [ A ! : A . ] = $ .
• < f , for U,j,k) = {0,1,2} .
In the case that £"_ i s spanned by the vector ( 1 , . . . ,1) e JT = E ,
gives a s e t of three formulas, one of which was previously proved in [ / ] .
